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Abstract

Roof windows are widely used in northern European countries, contributing positively by giving daylight, passive solar heat and view to the outside. In order to improve their thermal property, triple glazing unit together with external shutter are more and more common on the market. Additionally, the junction part between window and roof is also important since it greatly influences the linear thermal transmittance (LTT) along edges of the window and the daylight level of the room. This research presents a parametric analysis for roof windows with triple glazing unit and external shutter from perspectives of energy, daylight and thermal comfort. The investigation can be described in two parts:

- Analysis of thermal and comfort performance for triple glazing unit with an external shutter.
- Analysis of combined performance of daylight level and LTT for roof windows.
Performances of energy and thermal comfort of triple glazing unit with external shutter can be influenced by different properties, including the width of the cavity between shutter and external pane, air penetration rate through the cavity between shutter and external pane, the tilt angle of the window. The study conducts analysis on the energy and comfort performances of the window by calculating U-value of the entire window and internal surface temperature of the glazing. The calculations are performed by a model developed via state-space modelling using Simulink/MATLAB. The results reveal that the external shutter improves both the thermal and comfort performances of the window.

The ways of installing windows on a roof and cutting on the internal wall along window edges also have great influences on the combined performance of daylight level and LTT along the edge between window and roof. Therefore, daylight and LTT are also evaluated with different parameters, including the thickness of roof insulation, installation level of windows on the roof, cutting of lining and extra insulation around the perimeter of windows. The analysis is conducted using DIVA/Rhino and Flixo. The calculations show that the lower installation level and extra insulation around the window frame can decrease linear thermal transmittance of the entire window by more than 60%.

Keywords: roof window, state-space modelling, triple glazing unit, shutter, daylight, linear thermal transmittance, U-value

1. Introduction

The window is a very important building element in need of improvement in order to comply with the requirement of ‘nearly zero-energy’ in the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive [1]. Roof windows are widely used in northern European countries, contributing positively by giving daylight, passive solar heat and view to the outside. However, a traditional roof window has a higher energy loss through transmission, which can be improved by developing a well-insulated
window with external shutter. Triple glazing units are becoming more and more widely used in modern buildings since they provide better performances of energy and thermal comfort by providing shading in summer and extra insulation in winter. It also protects the window from condensation on the external surface of the glazing. Besides window itself, junction part between window and roof is also important to the linear thermal transmittance (LTT) along the edge of the window and the daylight level behind the window. In order to investigate the performance influenced by different characteristics and provide a better guidance to the design of roof window, it is necessary to conduct a holistic analysis on different parameters to optimize the effects of the window itself (triple glazing with external shutter) and the way it is installed on a roof.

Window shutter is not a recent invention, and different researches have been implemented showing the energy and comfort benefit of using insulation shutter dynamically [2, 3]. Attention has increased for the use of window shutters which reduce heat loss [4-7]. Selkowitz [5] showed that the movable insulation improved both the energy and comfort performance of the façade. It was identified that internal insulating shutters increased the likelihood of condensation and detailed investigations needed to be implemented. Nicol [4] has examined different kinds of window coverings, showing that the movable insulation constructed of 2.5cm beadboard performs better as the internal window shutter. Some studies have investigated the detailed technical issues concerning window shutters [7, 8]. Zaheer-Uddin [7] has found that the heating requirements of houses would increase by 5-10% over houses with perfect shutters because of the dynamic effects. Literatures described before focus on the dynamic performance of window with a shutter on a yearly base. However, performances of the window with external shutters of varying properties under the state of closing need to be detail investigated so that it can provide better performance in the dynamic situation. Yazicioglu has employed comparative analysis of energy performance of traditional wooden shutters and contemporary aluminium roller shutters in Istanbul [9]. Numerical and
experimental validation has been conducted to evaluate thermal transmittance of windows with cellular shades [10]. An experimental study by E.M. Alawadhi et al. [11] has compared heat flux from indoor surface of the window to room depending on the opening of the shutter in a hot climate. However, only one parameter (size of shutter opening) was investigated in the study. It is also interesting to compare internal surface temperature for evaluation of thermal comfort. Numerical and experimental studies by T. Silva et al. [12-14] conclude that a window with internal shutter integrated with PCM could improve indoor thermal comfort in Mediterranean climate during both winter and summer. An external shutter is more interesting for northern European countries since it provides better energy performance and prevents condensation in winter. In summer it is also working as solar shading to prevent overheating. Therefore, it is necessary and interesting to investigate the influence of different parameters of a triple glazing unit with an external shutter in order to optimize the thermal comfort and energy performance.

Another function of roof window is to provide daylight. Since the roof window will be used in northern European countries where roof insulation needs to be thick in order to provide lower U-value, the installation of a roof window on the roof is very important for daylight level in the room and LTT. At this moment, most previous studies separate the performances of daylight level and LTT. Study with application of infrared thermography technique shows that joint between window and construction is equally important as other thermal bridges within windows [15]. Misiopecki et al. [16] investigated thermal bridging effects of window position on different wall constructions. They found out the most efficient window position and concluded that, in some cases, placing the window in the most energy-efficient position reduced LTT over 50%. Cappelletti et al. carried out analysis of thermal bridges along a wooden frame window installed into two different kinds of external clay block walls [17]. Both of the studies focus on the position of window on the wall, but it is also interesting to evaluate other parameters on the combined performance of daylight and
LTT. Regarding the investigation of daylight level, most studies focus on the influence of glazing of the window instead of the installation of the window on the roof. Jelle et al. [18] have reviewed the existing glazing products and technologies on the market today, identifying some promising fenestration techniques and options. W.J.Hee et al. [19] revealed the impacts of window glazing on the energy and daylighting performances, highlighting the optimization techniques used by various researchers. Gasparella et al. [20] investigated the influence of window size and location for different glazing types, concluding that the demand for space heating can be reduced by large south-orienting windows. Jaber and Ajib came to a similar conclusion that space heating demand was reduced by increasing the size of the south-facing windows [21]. Daylight performance is also investigated by using different type of windows, e.g. electrochromic window and thermochromic window [22, 23], which can lead to energy saving of 19.9 % and daylight performance improvement of 15.5 %. U-value and g value influence the heating and cooling demand in a residential building in northern and southern climate in Korea [24]. Furthermore, Tsikaloudaki et al. [25] also conducted a parametric study on the energy performance of windows to investigate the influence that the thermal and optical properties of glazing have on the cooling demand. Different window cases were also compared on the performance of daylight and thermal comfort [26, 27], which focused more on office buildings. Studies by G.C.J. Skarning et al. [28, 29] investigated the effect of multiple combinations of window size, basic glazing and frame properties on energy, daylight and thermal comfort in nearly zero-energy houses located in Rome and Copenhagen. Different from previous studies, this study focuses on investigating the effects of more parameters related to the window installation on a sloping roof. Additionally, the investigation combines the performances of both linear thermal transmittance and daylight level.

This paper presents a parametric analysis of thermal and comfort performances of triple glazing with external shutter influenced by parameters including tilt angle of the entire window, cavity
thickness between glazing unit and shutter, air penetration rate between the cavity and outdoor air and position of coating on the shutter. Additionally, this study presents an analysis of combined daylight level and LTT of windows influenced by properties such as installation level of the window on the roof, insulation around the window frame, cutting of lining and thickness of roof insulation layer. Due to the requirement of detailed geometric modelling to simulate the daylight level influenced by different installation cases, the modelling and simulations of the daylight level are conducted using DIVA/Rhino [30]. Calculations of LTT of different cases are performed in Flixo [31].

2. Description and research methods

The research can be divided into two parts. The first part is to investigate the performance of the triple glazing unit with external shutter, which is conducted using a dynamic simulation model developed by the authors. The second part is to investigate the combined performance of daylight and linear thermal transmittance using software DIVA/Rhino and Flixo. Detail information about the methods of the two parts is described in this section.

2.1. Calculation and optimization of thermal and comfort performance for triple glazing with an external shutter

In this research, the façades were built with triple glazing unit with an external shutter. Air and argon is used for the closed cavity between panes since it is common on the market and suggested by Velux. Error! Reference source not found. shows types of glass pane and gas used on the triple glazing unit with thermal and solar information. The shutter is movable and working as an insulation layer at night and shading during summer time. When it is closed, there is an air gap between the glazing and the shutter. Air penetration happens between outdoor air and the cavity. The penetration rate depends on the tightness of the shutter and the
connection between the glazing and the shutter, and it could influence thermal and comfort performances of the entire window system. The shutter used in this case is made of aluminium with solar absorption assumed to be 0.85 and emissivity assumed to be 0.85.

In order to optimize the thermal (U-value) and comfort (surface temperature of the internal pane of the window) performances of a triple glazing unit with external shutter, investigations have been conducted on cases with different properties. It needs to be noted that window only influence the thermal comfort as one element in the room. The assumption here is that the thermal properties of the room, e.g. room air temperature, temperatures of other surfaces and other thermal parameters, are the same, leaving window the only changed element in different scenarios. By improving the thermal performance of window and using shutter, the global and local thermal comfort can be improved since the internal surface temperature of window increases in winter and decreases in summer.

These investigations evaluate the influence of parameters shown in Error! Reference source not found., including a variation of the tilt angle, air penetration rate of the cavity, the position of coating on the shutter and thickness of cavity between the shutter and glazing, etc. The calculations are performed in a state space modelling of triple glazing unit with an external shutter (which is described later on) considering the boundary conditions in Table 3. The temperatures in the boundary conditions are according to the standards ISO 15099 [32]. However, instead of using the number from the standard, lower solar radiation in winter (0 W/m²) and higher solar radiation in summer (700 W/m²) are used in the boundary conditions to assess the performance in a harsh environment.
2.1.1. State space modelling for triple glazing unit with an external shutter

Numerical simulations are conducted to calculate the U-value and the internal surface temperature of a window with triple glazing and external shutter. The model is developed by extending an existing method which has been verified by [2, 33, 34] and been used to simulate dynamic façade [3, 35]. The model has been verified by simulation tool WINDOW 7.4 developed by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [36].

The model is implemented by building finite element energy balance equations according to the RC model, in which the external pane, the central pane and the internal pane are divided into two nodes, respectively (Error! Reference source not found.). Simulink is used to build and calculate the model. The external shutter and the cavity between the shutter and external pane are also considered as one node each. It is assumed that each node is homogeneous with the same temperature. Equations 1 to 8 shown below are built according to the energy balance of the eight nodes.

Equations 1 and 2 describe the heat balance of nodes of the external shutter and the cavity between shutter and external pane. Equations 3 and 4 describe the heat balance of nodes on the external pane. Equations 5 and 6 describe heat balance of nodes on the central pane. Equations 7 and 8 describe the heat balance of nodes on the internal pane.

\[
\frac{dT_{sh}}{dt} C_{sh} m_{sh} = (T_a - T_{sh}) \times h_{e-sh} + (T_{sky} - T_{sh}) \times h_{r-sg} + (T_{e1} - T_{sh}) \times h_{r-sh} + (T_{ca} - T_{sh}) \times h_{con-ca} + \phi_{sol-sh} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\frac{dT_{ca}}{dt} C_{ca} m_{ca} = (T_{sh} - T_{ca}) \times h_{con-ca} + (T_{e1} - T_{ca}) \times h_{con-ca} + (T_a - T_{ca}) \times h_{inf-ca} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\frac{dT_{el1}}{dt} C_{el1} m_{el1} = (T_{ca} - T_{el1}) \times h_{con-ca} + (T_{sh} - T_{el1}) \times h_{r-sg} + (T_{e2} - T_{el1}) \times h_{con-e} \quad (3)
\]
\[
\frac{dT_c}{dt} = (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} + (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} + (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} \quad (4)
\]

\[
\frac{dT_{c1}}{dt} = (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} + (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} + (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} \quad (5)
\]

\[
\frac{dT_{c2}}{dt} = (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} + (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} + (T_{e1} - T_{e2}) \times h_{\text{con,ec}} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\frac{dT_{i1}}{dt} = (T_{e2} - T_{i2}) \times h_{\text{con,ei}} + (T_{i1} - T_{i2}) \times h_{\text{con,ei}} + (T_{e2} - T_{i2}) \times h_{\text{con,ei}} \quad (7)
\]

\[
\frac{dT_{i2}}{dt} = (T_{i1} - T_{i2}) \times h_{\text{con,ei}} + (T_{i1} - T_{i2}) \times h_{\text{con,ei}} + (T_{i1} - T_{i2}) \times h_{\text{con,ei}} \quad (8)
\]

Parameters used in the equations are as follows:

- \(T_{sh}\) and \(T_{ca}\) are temperatures of the external shutter and the air cavity between the external shutter and the external pane. \(T_{e1}\) and \(T_{o1}\) are temperatures of the external and internal nodes of the external pane. \(T_{e1}\) and \(T_{e2}\) are temperatures of the external and internal nodes of the central pane; \(T_{i1}\) and \(T_{i2}\) are temperatures of the external and internal nodes of the internal panes; \(C_{sh}, C_{ca}, C_{e1}, C_{e2}, C_{c1}, C_{c2}, C_{i1}, \) and \(C_{i2}\) are the heat capacity of the eight nodes from outside to inside; \(m_{sh}, m_{ca}, m_{oe}, m_{om}, m_{oi}, m_{ce}, m_{cm}, m_{ci}, m_{ie}, m_{im}, m_{ii}\) are the weight of the eight nodes from outside to inside; \(\Phi_{\text{sol,sh}}\) is the solar absorption on the node of the external shutter; \(h_{c_e}, h_{c_i}, h_{c_e},\) and \(h_{r_i}\) are exterior and interior convective and radiative heat transfer coefficient, which are calculated according to [2].

Input information is indoor wall surface temperature \(T_s\), indoor and outdoor air temperatures \(T_i\) and \(T_o\). Outdoor surrounding equivalent temperature \(T_{sky}\) is calculated according to the outdoor air temperature \(T_o\) [2]. Furthermore, convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients are calculated according to Clarke [37]. Convective heat transfer coefficient in the cavity and radiative heat transfer coefficient between the two panes are described in EN 673 [38]. It needs to be noted that new experimental research in [39] shows that actual U-value is higher than theoretical data and...
concludes that thermal bridges and edge effects play a key role in actual U-value performance of glazing product. However, there is no method that is concluded and can be used in the model of this paper.

Equations 1 to 8 can be rewritten as equations 9 to 16 shown below:

\[
\frac{dT_{sh}}{dt} = -\left(\frac{h_{\text{conv,ca}} + h_{\text{r,sh}} + h_{r,ce}}{C_{\text{m,sh}}} \right) \times T_{sh} + \frac{h_{\text{conv,ca}}}{C_{\text{m,sh}}} \times T_{ca} + \frac{h_{r,sh}}{C_{\text{m,sh}}} \times T_{sh} + \frac{h_{r,ce}}{C_{\text{m,sh}}} \times T_{ce} + \frac{1}{C_{\text{m,sh}}} \times \phi_{\text{ad,sh}}
\] (9)

\[
\frac{dT_{ca}}{dt} = -\left(\frac{h_{\text{conv,ca}} + h_{\text{r,sh}} + h_{\text{r,ca}}}{C_{\text{m,ca}}} \right) \times T_{ca} + \frac{h_{\text{conv,ca}}}{C_{\text{m,ca}}} \times T_{ca} + \frac{h_{r,sh}}{C_{\text{m,ca}}} \times T_{sh} + \frac{h_{\text{r,ca}}}{C_{\text{m,ca}}} \times T_{ca}
\] (10)

\[
\frac{dT_{cl}}{dt} = -\left(\frac{h_{\text{conv,ce}} + h_{\text{r,sh}} + h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,ce}}} \right) \times T_{cl} + \frac{h_{\text{conv,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,ce}}} \times T_{ce} + \frac{h_{r,sh}}{C_{\text{m,ce}}} \times T_{cl} + \frac{h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,ce}}} \times T_{ce}
\] (11)

\[
\frac{dT_{e2}}{dt} = -\left(\frac{h_{\text{conv,ce}} + h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,e2}}} \right) \times T_{e2} + \frac{h_{\text{conv,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,e2}}} \times T_{e2} + \left(\frac{h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,e2}}} \right) \times T_{e1}
\] (12)

\[
\frac{dT_{e1}}{dt} = -\left(\frac{h_{\text{conv,e1}} + h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,e1}}} \right) \times T_{e1} + \frac{h_{\text{conv,e1}}}{C_{\text{m,e1}}} \times T_{e1} + \left(\frac{h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,e1}}} \right) \times T_{e2}
\] (13)

\[
\frac{dT_{i2}}{dt} = -\left(\frac{h_{\text{conv,ei}} + h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,i2}}} \right) \times T_{i2} + \frac{h_{\text{conv,ei}}}{C_{\text{m,i2}}} \times T_{i2} + \left(\frac{h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,i2}}} \right) \times T_{i1}
\] (14)

\[
\frac{dT_{i1}}{dt} = -\left(\frac{h_{\text{conv,e1}} + h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,i1}}} \right) \times T_{i1} + \frac{h_{\text{conv,e1}}}{C_{\text{m,i1}}} \times T_{i1} + \left(\frac{h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,i1}}} \right) \times T_{i2}
\] (15)

\[
\frac{dT_{i2}}{dt} = -\left(\frac{h_{\text{conv,ei}} + h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,i2}}} \right) \times T_{i2} + \frac{h_{\text{conv,ei}}}{C_{\text{m,i2}}} \times T_{i2} + \left(\frac{h_{\text{r,ce}}}{C_{\text{m,i2}}} \right) \times T_{i1}
\] (16)
State-space modelling is used in this study to build and solve the heat balance equations into two equations of matrixes (equation 17).

\[
\dot{T} = A \cdot T + B \cdot U \tag{17}
\]

\[
T = C \cdot T + D \cdot U
\]

T, which is a matrix of temperatures variables of the eight nodes, can be calculated by inputting matrixes of parameters A, B, C, D and matrix of input U into Simulink. In order to make it clear, variables of matrixes T is marked with red colour, and variables of matrix U are marked with the colour blue in equations 9 to 16. Matrixes T, A, B, C, D and U are shown in equations 18 to 23.
$C = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}$

(20)

$D = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}$

(21)

$T = \begin{bmatrix}
T_{sh} \\
T_{gr} \\
T_{sh} \\
T_{c1} \\
T_{n1} \\
T_{c2} \\
T_{n2} \\
T_{c12}
\end{bmatrix}$

(22)

$U = \begin{bmatrix}
T_{o} \\
T_{sky} \\
\Phi_{sol,...,in} \\
T_{r} \\
T_{r}
\end{bmatrix}$

(23)
2.2. Simulation and analysis of daylight level and LTT for different installation cases

Daylight level and LTT along the edges between the window and roof are influenced by different parameters related to windows installation on a sloping roof (45 degrees). In order to evaluate the influences, simulations have been conducted to compare the combined performance of daylight level in a room and LTT through a window for different installation cases. Error! Reference source not found. shows the variant parameters of the installation cases, including the thickness of roof insulation, installation level of the window, lining cutting of roof and extra insulation around the window frame. Simulations are performed with combinations of different parameters in each case (810 combinations in total). It needs to be noted that cuttings on side lining are only implemented for cases with the insulation thicknesses of 350 mm and 550 mm since the cases of 150 mm are too thin to be cut.

Error! Reference source not found. to Error! Reference source not found. show the schematic drawings of different installation cases. Cases with different insulation thicknesses on the roof (Error! Reference source not found.) is determined due to the possible roof insulation in the west and northern Europe, covering Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Germany, the Netherlands, UK, and Belgium, etc. Different from standard installation level, the performance of possible cases of lowering the installation level with 40 mm and 60 mm are also investigated in this study (Error! Reference source not found.). It is similar to the principle in the study conducted by Miziopecki et al. [16]. Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. show how the windows are installed with different cases of lining cutting. Three cases for top and bottom cutting (Error! Reference source not found.) and two cases (Error! Reference source not found.) for side cutting are illustrated. Extra insulation can also be added around the perimeter of the
window frame to decrease the LTT along window frame. Six cases are shown in Error! Reference source not found. regarding the cases of extra insulation.

Simulations are conducted using DIVA/Rhino [30] and Flixo [31]. DIVA is dynamic software which can be plugged into Rhino and is capable of simulating static and dynamic daylight metrics. The choice of DIVA/Rhino is determined since the investigated cases require simulation for detail and complex geometry. The results are presented using Matlab. The calculated performance of daylight level and LTT are as follows:

- Relative floor area above daylight criteria (daylight factor of 2 %), [%]
- Total LTT of the entire window (size of 1140 mm*1340 mm), [W/K]

3. Result

3.1. Thermal and comfort performance of triple glazing with external shutter

Calculation results of thermal performance of different cases in Error! Reference source not found. are shown in Error! Reference source not found.. Based on the results, it is shown that total U-value of the window with an external shutter is decreased as the window rotates from a vertical position to horizontal position (different markers in the figure: ‘x’, ‘o’ and ‘-’). It can be explained by the differences of view factors between window and sky and convective heat transfer in the cavity due to different positions. The difference can be as high as 0.3 W/(m²·K).

It is also clearly shown the difference of U-value because of the different position of coating on the shutter. The U-value is decreased by more than 30 % with the help of implementing low-E coating on both sides of the shutter compared with shutter without any coating. Cases with internal coating perform better than that with external coating.
The increase of air penetration rate increases the U-value of all the cases except cases without any coating on the shutter. U-value of the cases without coating slightly decrease as the increase of air penetration rate, which can be explained that higher air penetration rate helps heat up the shutter with external air if the temperature of the shutter is too low due to the radiative heat transfer to the sky. This situation might be different as for a change of boundary condition (clear sky or cloudy sky).

It is also seen from the figure that the cavity thickness between glazing and shutter influences the U-value differently for different inclination cases. For cases of vertical position (‘x’), the U-value decreases first and then increases as the cavity thickness increases. The cases with the cavity thickness of 20 mm have lower U-value than other cases. The U-value can be decreased by 10 % if the cavity thickness is increased from 10 mm to 20 mm. The results of the horizontal cases (‘o’) have a reverse trend as the vertical cases, resulting in the highest U-value on cavity thickness of 15 mm. Results of the cases of 45 degrees (‘-’) are more complicated than the other two groups. Lower U-value can be found when the cavity thickness is 15 mm or 50 mm (maybe even thicker according to the trend, but the calculation is conducted until 50 mm). The different trends in the results of different inclination cases are combined effects of convection, conduction and long-wave radiation due to different inclination angles. Furthermore, the trends are independent of air penetration rate through the cavity.

The thermal comfort of different cases is investigated in summer condition in terms of surface temperature of the internal pane (Error! Reference source not found.). The surface temperature of triple glazing window without shutter is also calculated as a reference, which is 34 °C. Therefore, it
is clear that the shutter works as solar shading and improves the thermal comfort level in summer by decreasing surface temperature of the internal pane to the range between 25.9 °C and 28.2 °C depending on different cases. It is obvious that the increase in air penetration rate decreases the surface temperature since it cools down the cavity with outdoor air. It can also be concluded that external coating on the shutter increases the surface temperature since it decreases the radiative heat loss from the shutter to the sky. The internal coating effects differently because it decreases the transfer of absorbed heat by the shutter to the glazing unit. The fact that the surface temperatures of vertical cases are lower than the horizontal and 45 degrees corresponds to the results of U-value. The lower U-value decreases heat transfer from the shutter to the internal surface in summer condition, maintaining lower internal surface temperature.

The temperature in the cavity is also calculated in summer condition for different cases in order to investigate the risk of overheating in the cavity which is important to the durability of the materials exposed to the cavity. Error! Reference source not found. shows that the highest air temperature in the cavity between shutter and external pane is less than 50 °C even for the cases without any air penetration.

3.2. Combined performance of daylight and LTT of different installation cases

This section presents the combined performance of daylight and LTT of different installation cases of roof window.
A lower installation level improves both daylight level and thermal performance (Error! Reference source not found.). The floor area with daylight level above criteria is increased by 1% as the window position is moved from cases 0 mm to cases -60 mm. The mean LTT value of the entire window drops from 0.58 W/K to 0.3 W/K as the cases move from 0 mm to -60 mm due to the reduction of the area of window perimeter exposed to the outdoor condition. The results also correspond to what has been found by Misiopiecki et al. [16] that the LTT can be decreased by 50% by moving windows to an optimal position.

Extra insulation around window frame will decrease LTT, which is presented in Error! Reference source not found.. The boxplot shows the LTT as the function of different cases of extra insulation from ‘T1 0/T2 0’ to ‘T1 60/T2 60’. Detail drawings of the cases are shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The three lines with different types present the mean LTT values of different position cases (0 mm, -40 mm and -60 mm) within each case of extra insulation. It can be seen from the boxplot that the general trend of linear thermal transmittance is to decrease from all the cases of ‘T1 0/T2 0’ to all the cases of ‘T1 60/T2 60’, which is because that more insulation around the perimeter of window frame decreases heat loss. One exception is shown by the solid line (case of 0 mm) that the LTT slightly increases from the cases of ‘T1 30/T2 30’ to the cases of ‘T1 60/T2 0’. It means that, for cases of 0 mm, a higher but thinner insulation (‘T1 30/T2 30’) is better than a lower but thicker insulation (‘T1 60/T2 0’). The extra insulation does not influence daylight level since it is outside the window installation perimeter.

Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. present the daylight level and LTT influenced by the thickness of roof insulation and lining cutting.
It reveals (Error! Reference source not found.) that the daylight level decreases significantly as the thickness of roof insulation increases. The relative floor area above the daylight criteria decreases from 37 % to 28 % as the roof insulation increases from 150 mm to 550 mm. It can also be seen that the lining cutting on top and bottom improves the daylight level for all the cases (150 mm, 350 mm and 550 mm). However, the improvement for 550 mm is smaller than that for 150 mm and 350 mm. For cases of 350 mm and cases of 550 mm, lining cutting on the left and right sides of the window is also implemented and simulated. The results show that cutting on the left and right sides (colour green in the figure) and cutting on all the sides around the window (colour black in the figure) improve the daylight performance even further. For cases of 550 mm, the effect of the cutting on left and right sides is much more obvious than that of 350 mm. In addition, cutting all sides (top, bottom and sides) has almost the same daylight level as cutting on two sides for the case of 550 mm.

A drawback of the lining cuttings is the increase of LTT through window installation, especially for cutting on top and bottom (Error! Reference source not found.). The results of LTT also increase as the insulation thickness increases, which can be explained that more heat will be transferred through window frame when it is difficult to be transferred through roof insulation.

4. Conclusion

Different parameters have been investigated for triple glazing with external shutter and installation of roof window in order to optimize the performances of energy, thermal comfort and daylight level. By using an external shutter, it is possible to reduce heat loss of windows in winter and improve the indoor comfort performance in summer.
Total U-value of the window with external shutter can be decreased by as high as 0.3 W/(m²·K) as the window rotates from vertical position to horizontal position. The increase of air penetration rate increases the U-value of all the cases except cases without any coating on the shutter. U-value is lower when the thickness of the cavity between shutter and external pane is around 20 mm for vertical window and window of 45 degrees. However, the performance is better when the cavity is much thicker (50 mm) for horizontal window. In addition, it is better to implement coating at least on the internal side of the shutter to reduce the radiative heat transfer. The U-value can be decreased by more than 30 % with the help of implementing low-E coating on both sides of the shutter compared with shutter without any coating.

The surface temperature of internal pane can be decreased from 34 °C to the range between 25.9 °C and 28.2 °C in summer by implementing external shutter. Higher air penetration rate between the cavity and outdoor environment decreases air temperature in the cavity and surface temperature on the internal pane.

The relative floor area above the daylight criteria decreases from 37 % to 28 % as the roof insulation increases from 150 mm to 550 mm. Side cutting performs better than top and bottom cutting in terms of daylight level, especially for thick roof insulation (550 mm). Lower installation level and extra insulation around the window frame can decrease linear thermal transmittance of the entire window by more than 60 %.

As the guidance for future design, the conclusions of this study are as follows:

- It is recommended to have the shutter with coating on either both sides or internal side to have better thermal and comfort performance.
- It is recommended to have extra insulation of ‘T1 60 mm T2 60 mm’ around the perimeter of a roof window to decrease the LTT.
• It is recommended to lower the installation position to -60 mm to improve both the performances of LTT and daylight.

• It is recommended to conduct the internal lining cuttings either on all sides (top, bottom, left and right sides) or on left and right sides of the window to improve daylight level.

Nomenclature

- $T_{sh}$: temperature of external shutter [°C];
- $T_{ca}$: air temperature of the cavity between external shutter and external pane [°C];
- $T_{e1}$: temperature of external node of the external pane [°C];
- $T_{e2}$: temperature of internal node of the external pane [°C];
- $T_{c1}$: temperature of external node of the gas cavity [°C];
- $T_{c2}$: temperature of internal node of the gas cavity [°C];
- $T_{i1}$: temperature of external node of the internal pane [°C];
- $T_{i2}$: temperature of internal node of the internal pane [°C];
- $C_{sh}$: heat capacity of external shutter [J/(kg⋅K)];
- $C_{ca}$: heat capacity of the air between external shutter and external pane [J/(kg⋅K)];
- $C_{e1}$: heat capacity of external node of the external pane [J/(kg⋅K)];
- $C_{e2}$: heat capacity of internal node of the external pane [J/(kg⋅K)];
- $C_{c1}$: heat capacity of external node of the gas cavity [J/(kg⋅K)];
- $C_{c2}$: heat capacity of internal node of the gas cavity [J/(kg⋅K)];
- $C_{i1}$: heat capacity of external node of the internal pane [J/(kg⋅K)];
- $C_{i2}$: heat capacity of internal node of the internal pane [J/(kg⋅K)];
- $m_{sh}$: weight of external shutter [kg];
- $m_{ca}$: weight of the air between external shutter and external pane [kg];
- $m_{e1}$: weight of external node of the external pane [kg];
\(m_{c2}\) weight of internal node of the external pane [kg];
\(m_{c1}\) weight of external node of the gas cavity [kg];
\(m_{c2}\) weight of internal node of the gas cavity [kg];
\(m_{i1}\) weight of external node of the internal pane [kg];
\(m_{i2}\) weight of internal node of the internal pane [kg];
\(T_i\) indoor air temperature [°C];
\(T_o\) outdoor air temperature [°C];
\(T_s\) indoor equivalent surface temperature [°C];
\(T_{sky}\) sky temperature [°C];
\(h_{c_e}\) external convective heat transfer coefficient [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{c_i}\) internal convective heat transfer coefficient [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{r_i}\) indoor radiative heat transfer coefficient [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{r_e}\) outdoor radiative heat transfer coefficient [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{cov\_ca}\) convective heat transfer coefficient in the cavity between external shutter and external pane [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{r_{sg}}\) radiative heat transfer coefficient between external shutter and external pane [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{inf\_ca}\) heat transfer coefficient by air penetration between outdoor and the cavity between external shutter and external pane [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{con\_e}\) conductive heat transfer coefficient between nodes on the external pane [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{con\_c}\) conductive heat transfer coefficient between nodes on the central pane [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{con\_i}\) conductive heat transfer coefficient between nodes on the internal pane [W/(m²·K)];
\(h_{cov\_ec}\) convective heat transfer coefficient in the cavity between external pane and central pane [W/(m²·K)];
\( h_{\text{cov,ci}} \)  
convective heat transfer coefficient in the cavity between central pane and internal pane \([\text{W/(m}^2\cdot\text{K})]\);

\( h_{\text{r,ec}} \)  
radiative heat transfer coefficient in the cavity between external pane and central pane \([\text{W/(m}^2\cdot\text{K})]\);

\( h_{\text{r,ci}} \)  
radiative heat transfer coefficient in the cavity between central pane and internal pane \([\text{W/(m}^2\cdot\text{K})]\);

\( \Phi_{\text{sol,sh}} \)  
solar absorption on external shutter \([\text{W/m}^2]\);

\( dt \)  
time steps \([\text{s}]\);
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**Figures captions**

![Figure 1: Illustrations of the facades with an external shutter.](image-url)
Figure 2: Demonstration of RC network of triple glazing unit with external shutter.

Figure 3: Cases of different insulation thicknesses.
Figure 4: Cases of different positions of window installations.

Figure 5: Different cases of cutting for the top and bottom lining.
Figure 6: Cases of cutting for side lining.
Figure 7: Different cases of insulation around installation (T1: Horizontal thickness of the first layer of insulation next to window frame; T2: Horizontal thickness of the second layer of insulation next to window frame.).
Figure 8: U-value of Triple glazing unit with external shutter.
Figure 9: Surface temperature of the internal pane of triple glazing unit of different cases.
Figure 10: Air temperature in the cavity between the triple glazing and shutter of different cases.
Figure 11: Daylight and thermal performance influenced by elevation depth of installation.

Figure 12: Thermal performance (LTT) influenced by extra insulation around the frame.
Figure 13: Daylight performance influenced by lining cuttings for different thicknesses of roof insulation.
Figure 14: LTT influenced by lining cuttings for different thicknesses of roof insulation.
Table 1: Layout and properties of triple glazing unit used in the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Emissivity on external surface (E1) [-]</th>
<th>Emissivity on internal surface (E2) [-]</th>
<th>Solar transmittance (Tsol) [-]</th>
<th>Solar reflectance on external surface (Rsol1) [-]</th>
<th>Solar reflectance on internal surface (Rsol2) [-]</th>
<th>Heat conductivity [W/(mK)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside</td>
<td>CLEAR 4T. KCC</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity</td>
<td>5% air and 95% Argon 12 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>PLANITHER M ONE</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity</td>
<td>5% air and 95% Argon 12 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside</td>
<td>PLANITHER M UN 1</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Calculation parameters of triple glazing unit with external shutter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tilt angle of window with shutter</td>
<td>Vertical; Horizontal; 45 degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air penetration rate between cavity and outdoor air [m^3/s]</td>
<td>0; 0.0005; 0.001; 0.005; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of low-E coating on shutter, assumed emissivity of coating is 0.05</td>
<td>Without coating; Internal coating; External coating; Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of cavity between shutter and glazing [mm]</td>
<td>10; 15; 20; 30; 40; 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Boundary conditions of winter and summer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>Summer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor temperature (Tout) [°C]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor temperature (Tin) [°C]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar radiation [W/m²]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Calculation parameters of different installation cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roof thickness (mm)</td>
<td>150; 350; 550. (Figure 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation elevation of window (mm)</td>
<td>0 (standard); -40; -60. (Figure 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting on top lining</td>
<td>0 mm (45 degrees); 80 mm (45 degrees); 90 degrees (no cutting). (Figure 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting on bottom lining</td>
<td>0 mm (45 degrees); 80 mm (45 degrees); 90 degrees (no cutting). (Figure 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting on side lining (only for the roof with the insulation of 350 mm and 550 mm)</td>
<td>0 mm (45 degrees); 90 degrees (no cutting). (Figure 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first layer of insulation next to window frame (mm)</td>
<td>30; 60. (Figure 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second layer of insulation next to window frame (mm)</td>
<td>30; 60. (Figure 7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>